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Shrut-Panchami  on 14 June 2013 

 
During the time of Bhadrabahu swami there was a drought of 12 years and this 

knowledge started to disappear. In the lineage of Bhadrabahu swami(433BC-357BC) 

there were 2 great Acharyas - Dharsen Acharya and Gunbhadra Acharya Dharsen 

Acharya Dev lived in the caves of the Girnar mountain. Until his time, knowledge was 

passed verbally but then he noticed that due to reduction in brain power, this verbal 

knowledge was diminishing and was afraid it would be lost altogether so he called 2 

monks from the South of India - Pushpadant and Bhootbali. He tested them when they 

came, by giving them 2 mantras, one of which contained an extra word and the other one 

was a word short. Whilst both monks were thinking carefully about these mantras, 2 

devis (fairies) appeared - one with one eye and one with one tooth sticking out. Thus they 

understood that these mantras were not pure. They added the missing word and removed 

the extra word from the 2 mantras, and as these became pure two beautiful devis 

appeared. They then took these two mantras to Dharsen Acharya who upon reading them 

said "Jai Ho to Shrut Devta" (long live correct knowledge). As he was satisfied, Dharsen 

Acharya gave them the knowledge of "the 5th mahakarma prakarti prabhrut adhikar of 

Agrayani poorva". The two monks then absorbed this knowledge and wrote the first 

http://2.bp.blogspot.com/_Bm33JTaiTqE/TBeHAQBTekI/AAAAAAAAABo/ejCdiARpGa0/s1600/4.jpg


scripture called the "Shatkhand Agam". On completing this scripture in the town of 

Ankleshwar on the 5th day of the Jesht Sud month (shrut panchami), the devs performed 

a special puja.  
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Donate 

Jainworld is a non-profit tax exempt membership and donation 
supported organization dedicated to Jain tradition of wisdom, 
compassion, equality, brotherhood, universal well being and spirituality. 
This oldest wisdom of mankind is being made available in all the 
languages for the benefit of humanity with movements 
like Mission*24L*. 

Several  people  globally have donated to Jain World. Are you one 
among them? Donate on-line with secured payment using credit card or 
Pay Pal or just send check. Jain World is a registered Foundation (Non-
profit, Tax exempt, Trust. IRS # 501(c) (3) 48-1266905 ) in USA (& other 
countries). All donations in USA are tax exempt.  
Donate Generously For The Cause Of Jainism 

Thanks for your support. 

Regards, 

The Jain World Team 

--Peace, Friendship, Brotherhood, Equality, Dignity, and Spirituality for 
All-- 

Join us on Facebook and Twitter 

Join us on Facebook : Click Here     Follow us on Twitter : Click Here 
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